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Quilted Table Runners
Quilted pieces: size 137/8˝x9½˝ (35x24 cm)
Finished table runner: size 13¾˝x57˝
(35x145 cm)
To create the table runners, we sewed
three strips of white fabric together, and
quilted them with parallel straight stitch
rows. A quilting guide makes it easy to
sew evenly spaced parallel lines.
Each table runner was finished off using
different quilt techniques.
We recommend using a light weight
fusible batting such as INSPIRA® Fusible
Fleece 320003996.

SPLIT RAIL CRAZY PATCH
Cut 4 strips in preferred fabrics (15/8˝x353/8˝ (5x90 cm)).
Sew the long strips together with a ¼˝ seam allowance. Press seams open and cut
them in 6 squares. Use the width to create your squares equilateral.
Position the blocks in a preferred pattern and stitch them together.
HEXAGON PATCHES
To do hexagon patches - trace and cut the small hexagon in card board. Trace
and cut the larger hexagon template with sides 2¾˝ (7 cm) in preferred fabric.
Fold your fabric around the small card board template and press once. Remove
template and press again and you will have a perfect shaped hexagon. Put all
your pressed hexagons with right sides up on a fusible stabilizer and press them
in place.
Stitch the seams down with stitch A:18/A:21 (model 960Q) or 1:16/1:23 (model
930).

CRAZY PATCH
Make your Crazy Patch - Start in the center with a five-sided fabric piece, adding
fabrics and work your way to the outside edges. More details about this technique
is found in the sewing instruction for Crazy Patch Pillow.
Completed Crazy Patch area is 137/8˝x9½˝ (35x24 cm).
Sew your favorite decorative stitches over each seam. We have used stitch number
D:11/D:32 (model 960Q) or 2:26/2:31 (model 930).
PIPING AROUND THE EDGES
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The piping is sewn with a piece of yarn on the inside using the Mini Piping
Foot 413183045.
You will have perfect feeding of the fabric when you use the HUSQVARNA
VIKING® Interchangeable Dual Feed Foot (920219096).
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